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BOOK SURVEY

ON FOREIGN LEGAL DICTIONARIES

Albert P. Blaustein*

With the ever-growing importance of foreign law has come the ever-increasing need for good foreign legal dictionaries. But which ones are good? Which are the most useful? And which are presently available?

An informal survey among American law librarians who work closely with foreign law—supplemented by the author's own evaluations—has produced a list of such dictionaries. But first, a few notes and caveats.

1) There are, in a sense, two types of foreign dictionaries. One is the bilingual or multilingual dictionary, translating legal terms from one language into another, or others. But this type of law dictionary often proves inadequate. It is elementary that "many legal terms are either, in effect, untranslatable, or may receive a distorted meaning at the hands of an unskilful translator." And this fact may necessitate the use of the second type of foreign legal dictionary—one explaining legal terms in their own language; an encyclopedic-type dictionary. Both types are listed here.

2) In analyzing those volumes (or series of volumes) which explain legal terms in their own language, it is impossible to draw a clear line distinguishing between a comprehensive dictionary and a concise encyclopedia. No work exceeding three volumes has been listed among the dictionaries here.

3) It is often difficult to name the best foreign legal dictionaries in a given language without first ascertaining the subject matter of projected research. One dictionary might be best for its translation of banking terms, another for its translation of military legal terminology, another for its glossary of commercial terms, etc. Nevertheless, it is still possible to name the dictionaries which are generally most useful.

4) Research in depth frequently requires reference to several foreign law dictionaries—and reference to non-legal dictionaries as well. Only two of the important bilingual "general" dictionaries are listed here.

5) The best bilingual foreign legal dictionary for a given language may not be one including any English translations—and thus could not be classified as most useful here. French-English legal dictionaries, for example, are certainly inferior to their French-German counterparts. And the linguist will probably prefer to use the latter, even though he may eventually write up the results of his research in English.

6) Some of the best foreign legal dictionaries are now out of print, and, being thus unavailable, are not included in the survey listings here.

7) While foreign legal dictionaries in Hungarian, Indonesian, Turkish and other less used languages are certainly indispensable in legal research in those tongues, such dictionaries are likewise not included here. They cannot be classified as most useful in the acquisition of a basic library of law dictionaries.

* A.B., LL.B.; Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Rutgers Law School, (South Jersey Division); Member of New York and New Jersey Bars.

1 GUTTERIDGE, COMPARATIVE LAW 111 (2d ed. 1949). For a recent article on this problem, see BaecK, Übersetzungsfragen im Rechtsverkehr mit den USA, 81 JURISTISCHE BLÄTTER 230 (May 1959).

2 On the other hand, it is reported that Martin Buber's "new translation into German of the Bible . . . [is] so perfect that Hebrew scholars actually refer to [it] . . . to clarify difficult passages." Levin, "Sage Who Inspired Hammarskjold,” N. Y. Times Magazine, Dec. 3, 1961, p. 45.


4 For example, this very useful multilingual legal dictionary: EBERT, LAW DICTIONARY, ENGLISH, ESPAÑOL, FRANÇAIS, DEUTSCH. New York: Fallon, 1949. 637 pp.
Here is the list of recommended legal dictionaries:

**BILINGUAL AND MULTILINGUAL DICTIONARIES**

**French**

Probably the most comprehensive of those in print is:
Quemner, Thomas A. *Dictionnaire Juridique.*

Also popular and useful is:

Yet, because of the general inadequacy of French-English legal dictionaries, supplementary reference is usually made to general bilingual dictionaries covering those languages. One which legal researchers have found particularly valuable is:

Undoubtedly the most useful dictionary for French legal terms is one which is still in preparation. It is the third part of a three-volume, trilingual legal dictionary. The first two volumes have already been published.

Tome III will be subtitled "Français-Anglais-Allemand." Band II is listed below under German-English legal dictionaries.

**German**

Most highly recommended is:

Also comprehensive is:

A very popular and handy one-volume work, published jointly by firms in Germany and the United States, is:

**Spanish**

Generally considered most useful is:

More comprehensive, but extremely difficult to use because of its poor typography is:

**Italian**

Generally unsatisfactory, but the only Italian-English legal dictionary available is:

---


**Russian**

The only bilingual *legal* dictionary which has been published for Russian and English is:


In many respects far more useful to lawyers (and certainly an indispensable supplement) is this general dictionary:


**Japanese**

Far and away the best and most useful is:


**Latin**

The most popular, containing a brief "course in Latin" as well as "Latin Maxims and Phrases" and a "General Vocabulary," is:


An indispensable supplement for any work in Roman law is the excellent:


**OTHER BILINGUAL AND MULTILINGUAL DICTIONARIES**

Unfortunately, there is no Portuguese-English legal dictionary and none for the Scandinavian languages.  

For further information on bilingual legal dictionaries — data on dictionaries in other languages and data on dictionaries which are now out of print — the following references are extremely valuable:


**ENCYCLOPEDIC-TYPE DICTIONARIES**

There are, of course, many foreign law books describing and discussing legal terms in their own language. And these are vital supplements to bilingual and multilingual legal dictionaries. Not all of these works, however, can be described as dictionaries. After a certain point is reached in comprehensiveness and detail, some must be categorized instead as encyclopedias. For the purposes of this study, works of four volumes or less have been classified as dictionaries.

---

6 Useful for the more accomplished linguist, however, is *Hakulinen, Suomalais-Ruotsalais-Saksalainen Lakiteilen Sanakirja* (Finnish-Swedish-German Law Dictionary). Helsinki: Söderström, 1943. 729 pp.

7 Volume II, known as *Piccola Enciclopedia Giuridica*, is presently out of print. A letter from the publisher indicates that it will be reprinted in the near future.
French Law
The most useful all-French dictionary is:

German Law
Excellent in every respect (except that its bulk makes for difficult handling) is:
Also very useful and certainly much handier as a “desk book” dictionary is:

Spanish-Latin American Law
There are, as would be expected, several law dictionaries written entirely in Spanish. And none of these, of course, could possibly cover the entire field of Spanish law and the law of all of the Latin American nations. One dictionary is primarily oriented to the law of Spain, another to the law of Mexico, etc. Most highly recommended is the three-volume work based on the law of Argentina:

Soviet Law
Far and away the most useful Russian dictionary on Soviet law is: